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Hi, I am Dominik

Contact

UX/UI, WEBSITE AND DIGITAL DESIGNER

My mission is to tackle design challenges simply, with emphasis on 
the end-user. I think perfection is achieved when the both client’s 
and user’s needs are met.

I believe that great design seamlessly combines user-centric 
functionality with appealing aesthetics, thus striking a balance 
between the two.

When designing, I always prioritise readability and usability, 
following the fundamental design principles.

dom.hron@gmail.com
Illustration: David Böhm
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I tried to use a nice, serious photograph here, 
but somebody ruined it by doodling. Very funny! 
Anyway, let’s get to my work.
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Skill Addicts
01

The client’s request was to develop a social learning platform 
with an engaging, fresh style while ensuring an intuitive and 
seamless user experience.

The process involved user research, high-fidelity design aligned 
with Skill Addicts’ branding and user testing.

UX/UI, MULTIPLATFORM APP DESIGN

Skill Addicts, Jan 2022

Research, UX/UI, testing, app design
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During the development 
process, we gathered 
feedback and insights from 
the users, which allowed 
us to make the necessary 
improvements.
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The result is an app that has met the client’s initial expectations 
while being functional and entertaining to end users.
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Zusv Dental Care
02

Website design for a dental care clinic. The client’s brief was to 
create a simple and clean website that would communicate their 
services in a nice and modern way. They also asked me to revamp 
their old logo and freshen up the brand.

UX/UI, WEBSITE DESIGN

Svobodovi Dental Care, Fall 2022

Website, brand identity, print
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Personal Website
03

They say ‘Cobbler’s kids don’t go barefoot’, so that’s why I 
designed my own website portfolio.

WEBSITE DESIGN

Myself, Fall 2021

Website design, branding
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Go4Gold
04

I was approached by a Prague-based agency with a core focus 
on fan experience to design their website. The project involved 
showcasing their international client portfolio while incorporating 
the brand identity into the design.

WEBSITE DESIGN

Go4Gold, Fall 2022

Website design, brand identity
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To make the website browsing more enjoyable, we 
developed small, interactive clickable gadgets during 
the creation process.
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Action, Please!
05

A film and creative studio requested redesign of their existing 
website. Their requirement was to present the company in a 
stylish, confident and a modern way.

I built on their existing graphic identity to create a fresh and bold 
website that showcases their services.

WEBSITE DESIGN

Action Please, Fall 2020

Website design, brand identity
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Other projects
06

In addition to the previous projects, I’ve also worked on 
several others that involved designing various websites and 
digital interfaces.

Allow me to provide you with a brief overview of these, 
without any specific order.

UX/UI, WEBSITE DESIGN, DIGITAL DESIGN
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That’s all Folks!
Thank you.

Get in touch:
dom.hron@gmail.com


